This project deals with courier management used for activities like out delivery, shipping details, pickup centre, employee details and shipper's information. It is difficult to carry out this process manually. Hence it is commended to automate the process by developing software as the world is turning into Information technology. The process involved in this system is to maintain bookings, maintain details of incoming couriers and to maintain shipping and return details. People when transfer their products through courier service, wants to know whether the product had reached the customer or not and at what time it would reach the destination.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern world needs and requirements of the people are also increased. So they need more facilities and try to do work in least time. Within our country we can import the things but it do take more time and also chance of missing of the product. Right information at the right place makes the decision process more efficient. Hence the identification of current and future requirement becomes a basic need of any flexible information system. Courier management system is one of the most reputed and fast growing courier services to all the clients. It is the software used to manage the work regarding the courier services in efficient and effective manner.
Generally it stores the information of the user and his product to be shipped.
The existing system has lot of employees in the office.
The data for a particular user will be maintained in a proper file. It requires a lot of attention as entering wrong information will lead to information mismatch.
Since the data is in form of registers it is difficult to modify the data. In order to modify we need to erase the previous data and keep a new record. The summarization of data is also a complex task. So if we need to handle huge amount of data we may have a chance of loss of data and also if we want to search a particular user information it becomes complex as we need to search the record from the first. So it is a time consuming process. Proposed system avoids more manual hours that need to spend in record keeping.
So the propose system is to serve multiple users at the same time to access their shipping details. As system is computerized it is easy to store the user information and also shipping information. Using this system user needs to register at first and then he can login using his unique id and password to know his shipping details. Registration contains the senders and receivers address and the time at which delivery of the shipping takes place.
So it is easy to manage all daily transactions and avoid human errors. Also provides best support for the users, easy to handle historical data in a secured manner, easy to generate bills. After the shipping time is done and product is not delivered, employee need to change the date expected to delivery. The shipping record will be automatically deleted after shipping is done. Users can also view the details of the shipper. The amount needed for the shipping is calculated according to the weight of the shipping.
II. METHODOLOGY
This software is developed using following steps: This software provides quick access to the user. Also if documents are lost, they are noticed by the database and can be resolved very quickly. It provides high accuracy in work. Information can also be retrieved very easily whenever the user is interested.
Easier to update the information if necessary and user can know updates regarding his shipping if needs.
The user information is also secure as the user is provided with unique user id and password. So eventually decrease the work load of a person. User id will be generated in random. Employer of the particular company can also view the details of the user. User can also raise a query if he wants to. Rate will be calculated automatically as per the weight of the consignment. Figure 1 shows the home page of the software. It contains user login and also employer login. Figure 2 depicts the shipping details of the user. It contains product pickup and delivery address of the shipment. 
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

IV. CONCLUSION
The courier services are automated as hand written documentation is minimized to a bare minimum the software is fully implemented. The data can be easily backed up onto a reliable media so that no or minimal data lass is there in case of system crash.
Unauthorized access to the data is nearly eliminated by providing password authentication system. This project has made us require a professional outlook towards problem statement and solving it to the best and maximum. Software testing can be done using techniques like unit test, integration test and performance test.
